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I. I N T R_Q..P U C T I ON

The study of steel columns at Lehigh University has as

one of its 0bjectives the determinatiEm of the. behavior 0f columns

in welded continuous frames.' This paper presents the results

of a part of one phase of this overall investigation and deals

specifically with the preblem of the strength ef CE>lumns

subjected to twe given conditions 0f loading. Results have

been presented in interaction curve form and comparisons have

been made with available test data.. Approximate design equations

have also been included.

The werk lead.ing up to this rep0rt is contained in the

following published and unpublished papers 8

1. -Pr0gress Report Ne. 6, "Column Strength Under Combined

Ben.ding and Thrust", (Ref. 6).

In this report are presented the elastic limit

interacti0n curve equatiens for the four conditions

ef loading illustrated in Figure 1. (ConditiEm "an 

moments applied at both ends 0f the column producin.g

deuble curvature ; condition "b ll - moment applied at

one end, the ether end held fixed; conditien IIc " ..

moments applied at bath ends producing single

curvature in the member; and conditien. lid" -

moment applied at ene end, the other end pinn.ed.)

This report also gives the fully plastic equatien for

a zero length member •
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Progress Report "L", "Interaction Curves for Columns",

(Ref. 9).

The detailed derivations for the equations summarized

in Pregress Report No.6 are presented in this paper.

3. Pregress Report Ne. 10, "Plastic Deformation of

Wide-Flange Beam-eelumns u , (Ref. 4).

This report preseRts a method whereby the basic

moment-curvature relationships including the in

fluence of axial thrust and cooling residual stress

can be obtained. A set of curves summarizing the

findings of this study are included here in Fig. 3.

Column strengths are also developed for a selected

range af variables and predictions are compared with

test results.

4. Progress Report No. 11, "Stability of Beam-Columns

Above the Elastic Limit", (Ref. 11).

Using the M-¢ relationship developed in Progress

Report No. 10, this paper presents a method whereby

approximate maximum carrying capacities can be

determined for a condition "c ll type of loading

(see Fig. 1).

In this report nondimensil!>nal interaction curves are

developed fer a wide-flange section. The two conditions of

loading that have been considered are "c" and "dll (see Fig. 1).

Three types of curves are presented. These are

a. Initial Yield Interaction Curves

/.
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•

b. Max:ilnum Carrying Capacity Interaction Curves (neglecting

the influemce of residual s-~ress).

c. Max:iJm.un Carrying Capacity InteractiC!ln Curves (Including

the influence (!)f a residual stress of the type shown

in Fig. 2).

The interaction curves for each of these cases are shown in Figs. 4,

5, 6 and 7, 8 and 9.

Approximate equations for the ultimate carryirg capacity of

members conta:ining residual stresses of the type shc:7W!l in Fig. 2

~e next developed. These formulas are kept as close as

practicable to the theoretically developed interaction curves in

the rang~ of·most frequently occuring practical cases.

In the final portiO!l of the paper the theoretical curves are

compared to experimental testresultst. The following sets of

tests are used for comparison:

a. Massonn,et's experiments in Belgium (Ref. 1).

b. Johnston and Cheney's exp~riments at Lehigh University

(Ref. 8).

~. Wisconsin experiments for the Special Committee on

Col~' Strength of the A.S.C.E. (Ref. 12).

d. Tests in the current Lehigh University Investigation

(Ref. 10 and more recent results) •
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li. DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERACTION CURVE

As stated in the preceding sectien, three types of interaction

curves will be developed. The first of these is for the case of

:initial yielding in the member. (While these general equations

have been developed elsewhere, Ref. 9, it was considered

necessary for completeness to include them in this report.) The

other two types that are considered are for the maximum carrying

capacity; one, that assumes no residual stress, and the other

that. assumes a residual stress of the magnitude and pattern

shown in Fig. 2. Since the latter twa cases are determined by

numerical integration of a given moment-curvature relationship,

and since the star.ting point for these calculations is the elastic

l:i.ld.t deflection, the elastic deflectien equations have also

been ~cluded in the sections an initial yield.

L Initial Yield Interaction Curves

.!.:. Laadinp: Conditiol1 lie" (pin-ended member subjected to

equal end moments producing single curvature).

T:i.moshenko, on page 12 of his book on "Elastic Stability"

(Ref .. 5), gives the follm-ling equation for the deflection of

an axia.lly loaded member subjected to couples applied ,at each end.

(For the nemenclature see Appendix A.J

y = ~ I-sin lac _ ~ + ~ Gin k(L-x) L-J£l . 0 •• (a)
P LSin kL LJ P L sin kL LJ ~

For the case where Ma :: Mb Cl Mo and P = Po, ~quation (a) reduces to

Y Q Po :;'" kL ~in lex + sin k(L-x) - sin kL] ••••• (b)
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The interaetien curve equation fer this condition is developed

on page 20 and 21 of Progress Repert "L" (Ref. 9) and is as

follows:

cos ~
2

• • • • • • • fI! • • 0 • • • (c)

N0n-dimensionalizing this equation with respect to the moment that

would just preduce initial yielding in the member had it been

subjected te pure ~oment (i.e. no thrust).

Mo 8 rtf!' APO]
MY = M;[Y - J kLcas - •••••••••••

2
• • • (d)

But My =80-Y and Py =A~. Therefore,

rMo P kL r·
M =..(1- P

o) (1)cos T I • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • •
7 . Y

For ease of computation Equation (1) can be rewritten in a

slightly different .form by noting that

1ff. a !!~ !£ I: f ~ Po2 =1 L ~!2
·2 2 EI 2 EAr 2 r AE

or

1.. -2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. .(e)



Fct:k' ~l'lI. E value ef' 30 j COiJ 5 0CO psi and oy ef 33,000 psi, this reduces

~ = (oco05491) ~ ,~ ~;. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o(f)

vlhen subs-t,ituted inte> equatien (1)

~ ,.~ «. m)Me', ... Pe L Po-- = .1- -- cos Oco05491)- --
~ • ~, r ~

.0. o 0 (],a)

This equati(!)n has been plotted en Fig 0 4 :i,n interactien curve

f(!)rm fer slenderness"'Taties ranging £rem 0 'te 120 in increments of 20.

Since the deflected shape of the calunm axis at the time af

initial yielding is necessary for later calculatiens, it is here

further de'Veloped. Werking with equation (b),

He ,. '[ lM,· My, 1
"- Y -y - Po 0 P

y
Si.ll kL .

Py ....,

lSll! kx + sin k(L-x) - sin kLJ

vlhich gives

Mo r~ J
y -G) ~ ~: ~ -1+ dos lqt - cot kL Sll! kx •• .'g)



Note from equatien (f) that if

kL lIlI 00010982 1 ~ ~ (
_ r- Py -

kx will simiJArly'be

kx = 0 ..010982 2£ ~.E2 J0 •
r Py

o • • • • • • • • • • •

-7-

(h)

SubstituM.ng these expressions and the S/A value for the 8 WF 31 if:

sectien inte Equatien (g) results in the fe11swing equation which

eontains anly the variables L/r, x/r, y, Me/My and Pe/py ;

y = 0.010)

toot (0.010982 ~r~J) [sm(o.010982 ~ .J~)J-1 ....... (2)

h Loading Conditien~ (Pin-ended member subjected te

emd mQmeiJ.t applied 0I11y at one end of member • See Fig. 1)

The interaction curve equation was developed en pages 9-13

of Pregress Report "L" and is as fe11<'JWs:

Div!'-ding through by My and substituting the value of kL from Eq. (h)
r-

I~ -~- ~ sin (00010982 : ~:;) 0 •••• 0 • • ••• (3)·

* See discussion on page 14 for justification of the use of 8WF31 slope.
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This equation has been plotted on Fig. 7 in interactien curve ferm

for slenderness-ratios of 0, 80,100 and 120. It shc:mld be noted

that equation (3) assumes that the maximum moment occurs away

from the end ef the member. When this is net the case and the

applied end moment is the maximum moment aleng the member the

interaction curve equation becomes a straight l:ine as shown.

The deflection equation for this condition iDf leading is

given on page 11 (Equation 18) of Ref. 5.

y = ~ (:t: ~ -t). · · · ·
Non-dimensionalizing, this becomes

• • • • • • • • • • • • (i)

or for the 8 WF 31 section

• • • • • • • • • • • • .(j)

y = (}.OlD) f~j •••• (4)

In each of the interaction curve fig-qres that have been ap.d

vdJ.l be presented there has also been given a scale (acro~s the

t0P ,~nd down the right hand side) for ec/r2
• That is, a line

dr~>1m from the origin through the ec/r2 Value in question will

intersect the desired slenderness curve at the critical value of

po/pyo This fellows from the fact that had the member been

eccentrically loaded,

P e =Me
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or non-dimensionalizing

Pe-·- _ Mo
Sdf - M;

If the left hand side of this equation is multiplied by PyiPy

or

(~) (7)=~ 0 • 0 ••••••••••••••••• (k)

2. Interaction Qurves !.2!:. Maximum Carrying Capacity

The interaction curves for loading condition "c" neglecting

residual stress are shown in Fig. S. For the case of an assumed

residual stress of the type and magnitude shotm in Fig. 2, the

cm"'ves are shown in Fig. 6. The corresponding interaction curves

for loading condition lid" are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

J:n the follC'JWing discussion a method is presented for developing

the curves shGWn for case "d". A similar method was used in the

deve10pment of each of the curves. The numerical work is

materially reduced for the co:qdition "c" type of loading due to

symmetry. A typical solution for this loading is shown in the

Appendix of Progress Report R (Ref.?).

The problem is essentially as follo"VJ'S: f or a given slenderness

ratio and given axial thrust it is desired to construct a curve

which defines the relationship between. the applied end moment and resulting



end rotation as strains j,'rithin the member become inelastic.

-10-

It

is further desired to take into account the residual stresses which

are "locked-upll in the member due to rolling., (The presence of

these residual stresses, their magnitude and distribution have been

demonstrated in previous reports, Ref. 10, ). Having defined this

applied moment""l"esulting rotation relationship, the maximum

carrying capacity will correspond to the uppermost peint on this

curve; that is, the point at which the derivation of the end

moment with respect to the end rotation beco~es zero.

Assumptions and limitations of the solution are

1. The moment-curvature relationship will be that shown

in Figo 3.

2. Failure will correspond to excessive bending in the plane

of the applied moments; that is, in the plane of the

web. (Failure due to combined bending and twist or

due to local instability of the flange elements is

not c0nSidered.)

The selution will be one of numerical integration of the given

M-¢ relationship. The systematized numerical integration procedure

of Newmark (Ref. 3) has been used.

For ease 0f understanding an actual case will be computed.

Th~ problem for consid!'::,ratienQ~s~~lj~ following given conditions:

Po / Py 0': 0.80

L/r =< 40

8 WF 31 Secti0n

(Po - 0.80 x 301 =240.8~)
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The length cerresponding te this assumed slenderness ratie is

Subdividing this length inte 8 equal divisiens ef A each,

). t:: 17.35 inches 0

For a .first trial, assume that the member is subjected to

an end mement Mo such that Mo / My = 0.20. The elastic de·

.flection according to equation (4) wwld then be

Y =(3.010) 0020
0080

sin
sin.

x;

sin ,1.188. l' x (r!)
Y = (0.7525) '0.9276 - L • • • • ... • • • • • ;;

"x" is measuredfrom the Mo end M the member.
\

A tabular solution 0.f Equatien (5) is given in Appendix C.

These de.flectien values will be used in the .firsi;. cycle of the

numerical integratioLl. As stated previeusly, the colwnn has been

subdivided into 8 equal parts 17.35 inches in length. In line "a"

the moments due to Mo, are listed .for each pClint. The assumed

de.flectians are indicated in line "b". For the .first appr0ximation

the "initial yield" seluti0n calculated in Appendix C is used.

For each successive numerical integrati0n cycle; the final de.f1eeti,ons

o.f the previeus cycle are usee; until cenvergenee is reached. '!n
1.8 given

line "e" the moment Poy is shOwnJin l:trie "d':t\~hesuin of the moments in

lines'tla" and "Cfl'~ This total moment is then transfOrmed 'into non-

d;imensiona1 .form'by dividing by My (Myi:l904.2':in.' k~ps for:'the 0031

section). This is. shown in line "e". Inlme'fI.f" the' concentrated
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angle changes are listed.

-12-

These were obtained from an enlarged version

of 'the Mft1y versus ¢/¢y curves of Fig. 3. The p/Py'= Q~8 curve

Lines II gll and IIhll shO'I1 the perfClrmance of the usual numerical

integration process. For example, in line Irgll the values of line

"fll have been added in consecutive order. Hultiplying by the

factor shown in the right hand columr (i.e. ,."'¢;;) will give the

slope at the midpoint of each of the segments. In a similar manner

line lIhll is obtained o It should be noted, h(!)Wever, that line lIhll

indicates a deflection at point 9, the right hand end of the beam

column. Since there is no deflecti(m at that point a rigid

body rotation is performed and proportional correction factors

are computed in l:ine II ill • The sum of lines f1hlr and lIill give

the' final deflectian in terms of the nmltiplication factor for

th:ts cycle of integration. Multiplying these values bY'A2 ¢y

(i~e., 17.352 x 00000275 = 0.0828) will give the final deflection

in :inches.

As would be expected, the final deflectiens do not correspond

to the assumed ones shown :in line lib". Therefore other cycles of

integration must be carried out. The initial and the final

deflections for the fourth cycle are shown at the bottom of

Appnndix 4. It should be noted that the two deflections varied

at the most 0.001 inches. For most of the calculations three

cycles of integraticm were sufficient.

The true deflected configuration of the column has now been

obtained fer the given rati0 ef Po/Py and L/r and fClI' the



assumed Mo/My • The next step in the procedure is to compute the

rotation at the applied moment end of the member. This is

calculated !:rem the fellowing equation:

4 be -8 c
~A = 2 A

Which, as shown :in Appendix E, assumes that the deflection curve

(considering only the last two segments) can be represented by a

parabola. The deflections Sa and ~c are the deflections at

sections 2 and 3 on the column. Frqm Appendix D these were shawn

to be SB = 0.070 inches and be .. 0.113 inches. It therefore

follOtvs that

QA = 4(0.070) - 0.113 = 0.00481
2(17.35)

For a range of increasing values of Mo/My the end slope ((iA)

is determined. These are then plotted as shown :in Fig. 10. The

point on this graph at which the Mo/My v~lue becomes a maximum

corresponds"te the maximum carry:ing capacity of the member (with

Po/Py = 0.80 and t/r = 40). This point af collapse is

characterized by the fact that at this value of end moment the

numerical integration process begins to give divergent results.

For the case in question Me/JvIy (max) = 0.233. Since the

properties of this section lfere based on average measured values.

far the standard 8 WF 31; section, and, .:sihce the' ·corresponding·

shape factor, f, of the sectien was 1.09 (Ref. 4), this critical

value of end moment could be non-dimen.sienalized with respect to

the fully plastic moment by dividing by the shape factor. That is,
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The curves sh6WR in Figs. :;, 6, 8 and 9 were all comp~ted, point

by paint, by this laberi-ous method. A paint of collapse was

faund fer each increment af lead and slenderness.

30 Discussion of~ In.teractien Curves

It should be emphasized that the interaction curves far

maximum carrying capacity as shewn in Figs 0 :;, 6, 8 and 9 were

computed for the 8 WF 31 section. However, since it is rea:3onable

to a.ssume that as the shape factor af a member increases,:the

strengtp. of the corresponding beam-eolunm should also become

larger; and since the shape factor used in the calculations was

1.09 (the lCJWest value fOr rolled WF and I shapes); use of these

curyes for other sizes Sh0Uld give conservative strength pre-

dictiens.

Fer steels of different yield strength than 33 ksi, the

values of slenderness ratias, Llr, sheuld be mooified by the

factor ~ 331cr; 'as indicated. This will ensure that in the

non-dimensienal forI!} the intersectien of the Euler curve and

yield point of the material will always cerresp~nd to the cerrect

slenderness value.

To make the graphs more useful when eccentricity va.lues

(ec/r2
) are giveR-instead of end moment, values of ec/ra

.,:.'

are alse given on these figures 0

* o~ is the yield stress level of the material in question.
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In 0Utward appearance the curves fer residual stress and

with0Ut residual stress are very similar with the values beirlg

lewer for the case with residual stress. The actual :ma.@itude

of this reduction is dependent on the cClnditien of loadirlg,

slenderness'ratie and Po/py or ec/r2 value as Sh0Wl1 in the

diagrams.



In. APPROXIMATE DESIGN EQUATIONS

Tefacilitate the werk ef the designer, there are developed

in this section, for various ranges of variables, approximate

equatic!ms to the maXimUm strength interaction curves presented

in the preceding chapter. Only the interactien curves including

the influence ef residual stress are considered.

The assumptions and limitatior:J.s on these equati0ns will be

t~e same as for the interaction curves themselves", that is , ..

the cross-section is assumed to be of the wide-flange type

(in the strictest sense an 8 WF 31) and further that it is bent

about its streng axis; the material is A-7 mild structural steel

having a minimum yield stress level of 33 ksi, and: the member

is assumed to fail due to excessive bending in the plane ef the

applj.ed mem.ents (i.e. the plane of the web).

It should be re-emphasized that failure due to c0mbined bending

and twist has not been considered. While mest laberatory columns

fail in such a manner, a majority of the members found in practice

are restrained in their weak direction by wall systems, etc. Fer

these and ether cases where adequate lateral support is provided,

the derived equations directly apply•. Lecal instability of flange

elements has alse net been censidered. The problem is not

censidered to be ef nk"l.jor concern for presently rolled shapes.

1. Axial Load Only

In. Fig 0 11 is shown the colunm curve fer pure axial thrust which

includes the influence of residual stress. If it is assumed that

the :r;ange ef slenderness in questiclm is O~ (L/r) , 120, then the

following appreximate equatisn will define the relatienship between
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the axial thrust ratio (Po /py ) and slendernesf

see AppendiX F:

-17-

ratio, (L/r),

Po-=Py

1 _ _1
3,500,000 (1)3 + 1 (1'2 _ 1 (1\ ....(7)

r 32,000 r) ~ r)

This equation is shown as a dashed line:"in Fig. 11.

If it is desired to approximate only that pertion of the

curve below the Euler curve (i.e. L/r ~ 112), then the simpler

expression

Po , 1p; = 1 - 111,000

may be used.

(L)2 1 (L)"; .. - b'45 r (7a)

Tabulated values of po/py versus L/r are given in Appendix F.

2. !,pproximate Interactian Equation far ConditiclTI "cu Loading

Assuming as in the case of pure axial thrust that L/r will mlt

exceed 120 and further that Po/py ~ 0.6 an equation of the type

Mo-=Mp
1 - OC Pop; _ ~(~) 2

• • • • . . . .••••• • (8)

can be made to approximate the curves shown in Fig. 6.

0<..: and (3 are assumed ~,c vary with the slenderness according to the

general equations
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Then as shown in Appendix F (section 2) J

-18-

and

c/,. = 0 420+ (Llr). _ ~.L ~)~a + Jli}").:~_') ;:'
· :69.. 29,000 1,l64,000 (

f ~ 0:170 - Mff+ h:~~z -~~~ S
~ •••••• •• (Bb)

A comparison between the "measured" and the approximate values for

,-.0;.. and ~) is shownin,Fig. l2!

Fig. 13 compares the resulting approximate equations with

the interaction curves of Fig. 6. Again to facilitate their use,

values of ~ and (3 have been tabulated for various slenderness

ratios from 0 to 120 (Table II).

3. APlqroximate Interaction Equation for Condition "d" Loading

The following type of approximate equation was developed for

loading condition lid" (see Appendix F - section 3) f

Mo-=Mp oZ· .!:£ + ()..,_ . Py /wl . . . • • • • • • . • . • . • . . . • (9)

Here, as before at... and (3 are assumed to vary with slenderness, and,
as shown in Appendix F .... (section 3)

(L/) {LLfsl§·a (J:,!p) 3
c?\ :. -1.110 - 1 9r . + ri '5 9 - 2","4b u,D 7 O~OOO

and

s
• • • • • 0 • • • .(9a)
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P~otting Equations (9) and (9a) versus the interaction curves

of Fig~ 9 (see Fig. 15), it is noted that for lower values of

(L/r) the approximate Equation is conservative; whereas, for

larger values, too great a moment capacity is predicted. Neglecting

the influence of strain-hardening, it is knewn that the maxinnun

moment a beam can sustain when subjectedte pure moment is its

fully plastic value. A value of M0/Mp = 1.0 should therefore

be the absalute maxinnun that the approximate relationship can

take. Due to strain-hardening, it has been observed from test

results that fer this loading condition the presence of a thrust

of 0.12 Py will ret reduce the moment capacity below this fully

plastic value, ~. (see TabIe 8 , .Appeppix,.... J,.G) • ~. Therefore,

Equations (9) and (9a) are the apprax:i.mate interaction equatiens

providing the predicted Mo;r.~.L. 1.0. When these eq~ations predict

a value af Mo/Mp.51.0, the 1.0 value should be used.

4'. Summary 2£. Approximate Equations

a. Axial~ only:

Pe 1py = 1.0 - 3,500,000 ( ~r\3, + ~l~
) 32,000

Values of Po/Py far 0 t... L/r (120 are tabulated in Table I"

Appendix F. The equation is valid from 0 <. L/r <120.

b. ~~ Loading

Mo P0( Pa (l. '\M; = 1.0 - p;\cA + ~IJ)

Values of 0\ and (:; for O~L/r ~120 are given in Table 2 of

Appendix F. The equation in ndivalid fer Po/Py;0.6.
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c. Case~ Loading

Values of 00( and (3 for 0<' L/rL.120 are given in Table 3

af Appendix F 0 The equation is not valid f(!)r po/py ) 0.6.

Where the equation predicts a value af MO;Mp) 1.0, the

value Mo;Mp = 1.0 should be used.

Ana~tetnate (less precise) approximation,

~ =. ~ - P/Py
Mp ~- 0.12

,
could be used for this loading cond~tion, It ~ould be

pointed out, however, that if values of the constants are

to 1;Je tabulated; the more precise two constant equations

will be no more difficult to use than the one constant

equation.
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lY. CO M PAR ISO N 0 F THE 0 RET I CAL. PRE D I C T IONS

WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In developing the maximum strength interaction curves of

section II of this repor~ it was necessary to make certain

assumptions~ (The major one of these was that lateral torsional

buckling will not occur.) In this section,thes~predictions of

strength will be compared with test results.

The following experi.!nental data will be used for comparison:

a. Johnston and Cheney's tests (Ref. 8),

b. Massonnet's tests (Ref. 1),

e. Tests in the current lehigh series. (Re£. 6 plus more recent
results), and

d. Wisconqin tests (Ref. 12).

1. Tests.2! Johnston~ Cheney.

Johnston and Cheney performed a series of column tests at

Lehigh University in the early 1940's. Their findings are recorded

in Ref. 8.

In total 93 column tests were carried out; 89 were made

on 3 I 5.7 sections and 6 were made on 6 WF 20 sections. Columns

were tested by both concentric and eccentric application of the

~~ial thrust; however, the column tests under pure axial load

cannot be compared with the interaction curve since their end

conditions were such that they failed by column buckling abeut tre

weak axis. The tests which can be cempared with the derived curves

are tabulated in Table 4 of Appendix G. With the exception of the

value Po/py , all 'ilalues shown in this table have been reproduced
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fr0Ill Table NlD. V (p.20) of Ref. 8. The test numbers refer to the

orig:inal test number designations. The column headed by "Member"

iadicates whether the sectien was a 3 I 5.7 (Marked - I), or

a 6 WF 20 (marked ~ II). Lot 1 ia the material celumn signifies

a steel with a yield strength of 42.4 ksi, whereas lot 2 is for one

having a value 40.8. The yield strength of lot 3 was 39.8 ksi.. . ' ..

Appendix G lists the section and material properties of the

columns. The eccentricity rati@s are alse given. It shsuld be

peinted aut that,due to the manner ef lead applicatien (thrc:mgh

knti'e-edges) ,the members were pia-ended in their strong direction

and essentially fixed in their weak directien.

These tests cerresplDnd to a cenditien IIc" type of loading,

and }i'1gs. 16 and 17 shO'W the compa.risen af the test results with

the theoretical predictions. (The elastic limit solution is

sh~m as a dotted line, the ult:ilna.te strength curve neglecting

residual stress is a solid line, and the~ultimate strength curve

including residual stress,ORc a 0.3 o-y, is a dot-dash l:1ne.

Slenderness ratios were adjusted to acceunt fer the difference in

yield stress level.

Jormst(l)U and Cheney report that the "columns loaded

eccentrically te produce bending in the strong directien usually.

failed by plastic lateral-torsienal buckl:ing, after initially

passing the yield point in the case of the sherter celumns, and

somewhat below the yield point in the langer celumns. 1I

The higher final strengths of the shert columns (L/r m:22,

see Figs. 16 and 17) can be explained by the action af stra:in-

hardening, which was neglected in the c;;llcillatiens ef the
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interacti0n c'm'yes ef section 110 The columns with a high Llr

(see Figs. 16 and 17) failed below the predicted values. Fer

these celumns l.ateral tarsion has resulted in a decrease in the

ultimate carry:l.rlg capacity of the member.

20 Tests ~ liaS80nnet

In April 1956 MaS80nrlet reported en a series of celumn tests

which were conducted in Belgium (Ref 0 2) A total of 95 tests

were performed. The cross-secti0ns considered were the DIE 10,

DIE 20 and PN 22 profiles. The first tW0 ef these are geemetr-icdly

similar te t,he American wide-flange shapes whereas the last is a

nar:r'ow flangeJrail=like,continental prefile similar to the
;;-;,

American I shaped section. Since the interaction curves of

sec~i0n2: were develaped for the wide-flange type af cross-sectien,

the test results fElT' the PN 22 sectien are net directly applicable •.
(The shape factor fer the PN 22 sectieR; i.e., the ratie of the

initial yield ffii1")ment to t.he fu.lly plastic moment. is much greater

than that of the DIE 10 and 20.}

It sh€Y'J.ld here be observed that Massennet's test colurnns

were pinned at the ends in beth directions since they were previded

with almost frictionless, and almest perfectly hydraulically

s'9at,ed~ steel balls. Fl:JI' such end cenditions, the pessibility

of Iateral-torsional buckling is mest preneunced.

Three types of loading were used in these tests:

a. e2/e1 c +1; (el and e2 are end eccentricities of load

application) this w0U1d correspeRd to a cCDndition "c"

type of loadiI:J.g.
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bo e2/el ~ 0, ioeo e2 m 00 This case earresponds to a

type uUd~a e;enditiCln of leadingo

Co e2/e1 ~ -1, Leo equal m0ments are applied at each

end af the member in a mariner which produces double

-24-

curvature 0 This WGuld c0ITespend toa cendition "aU

type ef loadingo

Massemnet has in all cases applied an eccentricity of the

axial thru.st in the plane ef the web (ioeo streng axis bending).

In statia.g the pregram and in tabulating the results, hewever,

ha has listed the slenderness raties in the weak d:irectien. Since

the interaetia1')n curves develaped in seetien tweef this repert

cemdder enJ.y the behav-ltJr €If' the member ilIl. the platle of the

applied m®lllelilts, it is necessary that these values b~ referred

to '"he str(!l);lg d:irectie1io The test series as listed by Massonnet

cever~ a range (Df slenderness, (L/ry)" frem 40 te 175, i.Ui.th

•
re~;pect tel thE!J weak direetil!Jno T'nis WEluld cerresp0Ild to an

L/rx fr@lll appreximately 24 to 1100

The eC!>lumns with the higher 'slendernesl:i values were the

DIE-IO sections (nominal L/ry I!I 130 and 175, tl€lminal L/rx • 82 and

; 110~) These were the lighter seeti0ns and had a neminal area

of 20078 cm2 (3024 :tn,~2) as cempared te 57003 cm2 (8.85 1m.a )

fcz: the DIE-200

The ecce:atricity ratios fEll" each imcrement sf length were,

in general,
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e being -t.he end ec,ijenhricdt,y ()f le>ad applicat,il.'iln andpx the c<!Y.r'e

I'adius 0 Since the Ci.'tr'e rad:LiJ.8 can be expressed in terms of' the

I!'t 1:,a":.-,lei8 6 and ? t')f Appendix G,9 the test results are tabulated.

pC/,per r Iltfli\!'ef':i'C-')X', riO indi.vidua.l measurements: ~..f the yield strength

1e'\]'el ""ere giveno ' The valuE';) of Py was therefore determined by

:multiply:l":'lg the measl.lr.;;d areas by 26.875 tens per square .

·~entimeter O. metric ten e 1000 kg) f'er t/he DIE 10 ~ection, and by

24.oS6 ter:;.f:~ per square cerLt.imet.er fer the DIE 20 section. These

i Talue:s 0f the yield 01:;1'1388 are ave.-rage Wilues, determiJ::J.ed by

'l':he ira.l'ue of P0 is the maximum.' reperted lead each column

Sllstained 9 'Yhe slender'ness ratios were determined as shown in

l'r-tbles 6 and. 7,\l a~nd these 'tfer-s then re:,luced as in the other cases

fer!.' c~2fm:paJ:'is0n purposes to correspond t® a 33 ksi yield-strelI'lgth

:3t.(~el. 'l'he ad,just,ment was' made accl!'irding to the equation~
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(b.) ~ Gl
r adj. e: r V~ .

where
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for DIE 109

for DIE 208

0-; "" 26.375 tons/cm2
e: 38.2 ksi

01 "" 24.056 tons/cIii~: "" 34.2 ksi

In Fig. 18, these test results are compared to each Clf the

three interaction conditions discussed previously for a condition

lien type of leading. It will be noted that the test values

deviate markedly.from the predicted values.. This is due to

lateral tersional buckling which is more-or-less insured by

the pin-ended conditien in the weak direction. The Euler curve

in the l-veak direction has alse been shown to afford a better

f1feeling" of the closeness of this column buckling conditic:m.

Fig. 19 indicates the correlation between predicted strength

and experimental result far those members tested under a

cond~tion "d" type of leading. As would be expected, these

results lie closer to the predicted cases than did those for

c0nditicm lien loading, since the problem of lateral-torsional

buckling is not S0 severe. Norie the less, there is a marked

inI'l't.'lerrce'of' lateral buckling on thecoli.unn strength. In.

this figure, there has also been shovm the Euler column curve in

the weak direction.

3. Tests ~~ Lehigh Series

Table 8, Appendix G lists certain of the tests that have been

carried out in the present Lehigh Investigation and compares their

results to predictions based en this report. A majority of the
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resu~ts listed were taken from Ref. 6; however, there have been

included the results of several more recent tests. The end

conditions in each of these tests are pin-ended in the strong

direction and fixed in the weak.

Since the majority of the members tested are in a range

l'1l'here the interaction curves converge to a point (i.e. for low

values of Po/Py, all values of Mo/My approach the value 1.0),

most of these test results have not been shown on graphs. \<!hile

these ratios of thrust to moment at collapse are typical of those

developed in single story portal frames, they do not afford a

comparison over too wide a range of variables. For the pure axial

load tests, however, Fig. 20 shows the correlation with predicted

strength. An additi~nal test by Huber (Ref. 10) (4WF13, t/r =130)

has been included to extend the range of coverage. It will be

noted from Table 8 that experimental results have been tabulated

with respect to two values of yield stress. The first of these,

c- y = 40 ksi, is that average value determined from tension

coupon tests. The second tabulation is for an adjusted yield stress

level which varies according to the section in question. As

shown in Ref. 13, t,ension coupons tested at normal laboratory

rates over estimate the true static yield stress level of the

section. Assuming that the average values shown in Ref. 13 are

correct, the adjusted non-dimensional values are made according to

8WF31

4WF13

(Jy(static) = (0.92) c?y&oupon)

(Jy~tattc)= (0.97) Oy~OUp0r9

The correlation between the test resUrlts for the axially load members,

interpreted in the manner described above, is quite good.
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4. Test in the Wisconsin Series
~ - ..,;,;,;;........;,,;;;;;.;;;.;,;;,;;.~ ;;.;;.;;.,;;;,;;,;;;.
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Ref. 12 describes a series of column tests that were carried

out in the late 1920's at the University of Wisconsin. Rolled,

built-up and tied. columns were tested, and in Table 9 are listed

those tests which can be compared "lith the loading condition tlctl

curves developed in section II of this report. The members tested

were 8 H 32 shapes and corresponded to the modern 8 1rJF 31,

which'tias used as a basis for calculati,ons in this report. A

constant value of ec/r2 = 1.0 was used in each of the tests. End

conditions were such that the member was essentially pinned in tlE

strong direction and" fixed in the weak.

These results are shown on Fig. 21. Tests H-l, H-2, and H-3

confirm the theoretical curve, whereas the tests with high LJr

values fall below the predicted strengths. While the exact manner

in vrhich the members failed is not indicated in the report , it is

"-reasonably safe to assume that these members .failed by lateral-

torsional buckling.

Since the members of this series of tests were geometrical,ly

similar to those of Massonn~t's, the influence of pin-endedness

versus fixed-endedness in the weak direction qan be seen by

compar:i.ng the test results of Figs. 18 and 21•

. '.J,
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS-

~29-

In this report there have been developed for t't-JO loading

conditions (IICII and "d"--8ee Figure 1), interaction curves for

predicting the strength of 1rJide-fla-1'l.ge beam columns bent about

their streng a..,'Cis. Three types of solutions "rere obta:L.'1ed.
(Fig. 4 and 7)

The first of these was the initial yield selution,;\the second

vTaS for maximum ;c,trength neglecting the influence of residual

t (~\i:gl? .~5th~I}d..8) d f i' t th· 1 d· ths ress ,j\anu . e fJb.r was or max mum S re~g mc u mg e

influence e:f e.n asstUned residual stress distributian (see
(Figs. 6 and 9)

Fig. 2). t\l4hile strong axis bending v1'as assumed, the s olutil1>ll

did not take into account the possibility of lateral-torsional

buckling. It should be noted, hen-rever, that 1rlhile most test

columns fail in this ITlw.ner, a majority of the members found in

practice are laterally restrained alang their length by "raIl systems,

bracing, etc. For thes(; or other cases 1rlhere adequate lateral

restraint is provided, the soluticms of this report directly

Because of the large amo1L.'YJ.t of numerical vrork required to

obtain the maximum 3trength interaction c1.lrves, it irTaS necessary

to select a section for computation. Since the 8 v.J1" 31 section

:b..as one of the lowest shape factEXl:'S of any of the sections rolled,

it viaS selected. The use of the result:ing Cllr1Jes for other

cross-sections will result :in conservative strength predi.ctions.

To facilitate analysis and design, approximate analytical

expressions lorere de1Jel0ped far the maximum strength solutions
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(Figs. 11, 13 and 15)
including the influence of residual stress.A Constants for these

expressions are tabulated in Appendix F as Tables 1, 2 and 3.·

In the last part of the report the theoretical curves

are compared with test results. Four series of experiments

'tfere considered and graphs indicat:ing Ghe :orrelation were
(Figs. 16-21) .

given.A In general, as slenderness increased, there resulted

a decrease in the carrying capacity of the member over that

predicted herein. This tendency was further exaggerated when

the member was also pin-ended in its weak direction. (Note,

for example, the decrease in strength of Massonnet's columns

over those of the Wisconsin series.) ~ all of these

cases, failure was due to lateral-torsional instability. They

indicate the seriousness ·of this problem in predicting the

strength of laboratory test colU11l11.s. Further work is

currently underway.
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NomenclatU1"8

A Area of cross=section (ino 2 )

E Modulus of elasticity (E"" 30,000 ksi for A-7 steel)

I Moment of inertia aboq.t th~ x=?C axis (ino4)

L Length of the member (inches)

M Moment. (inch=kips)

Mo Applied moment at the end of the member (inch-kips)

Mp"" ayA Moment corresponding to full plasticity of the section (inch~kips)

1'1y"" ayS Moment corresponding to initial yield under pure moment (inch-kips)

P,Po Applied axial load (kips)

Py"" ayA Load cOTTesponding to the yielding of a short column (kips)

S Section Modll.lus about t,he x=x axis (in 0
3

)

Z Plastic Modulus about the x=x axis (inches 3
)

'b Width of flange

c Distance from centroid to outer fiber (inches)
e

d Depth of member

e Eccentricity (inches)

k,., ~PlEI \ A parameter, fr om page 2 of Refer enc e 50

r

t

x

ec/r2

LIT'

Radius of gyration about the x=x axis (inches)

ThiclaJ.ess of flan.ge

Thickness of' 'web

A distance along the axis of the member (inches)

Deflection (inches)

Eccentrici.ty ratio

Slenderness=ratio



Nomenclature (cont,;,Ud)

@

¢y,}g:i

1'-

Non=dimensional c:or,ztants

DeflecJ,;ions of' spec:iI''iG stations along the member (in.)

End rotation (radians)

Unit rotation corresponding to initial yield under pure moment

A distance which is evenly divisible into the length of the
member (inches)

Yield point streBSo (Assumed to be 33 ksi for A=7steel).
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~endix B

Secti0nal Properties of an. 8 'WF 31 Sectiono

Frem AISC Handbeokg
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d a 8000 ira
b = 80000 in
t = 00433 in
w '" 0 0 288 in

. A ... 9012 in2

Ix "" 109.7 in4

Sx ... 27.4 in3

X "" 3047 in

Iy 37.0 in4

Sy 9.2 in3

Y c 2.01 in
ex = 4.00 in

• ~= (2) (33) ... 00000275 radians
Ed (30,000)(8000)

= SO-y = (27.4) (33) 904.2 in kips

= .AriY "" (9012) (33) 301K

r 2 2
2 = ll~ .... 3.010 in
cx ~



Mo = 0.20 .~ =(0.20) (904.2) = 180.84nK

The end shear (i.e. the horizo Reaction is ~ = i~~:~4 = 1.303K .

Then the moment at each position is the following:

Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

IIXli 0 ;1.7.35 34.7 52005 69.4 86.75 104.1 121..45 138.8

Mo - :Mo x 181 - 158 136 113 90 68 45 22 0r
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Derintion ef the end,·slopeequation.:

~6' .,

x

Shape of deflected ~olumn

y

Assume that the deflected shape of the column is a

parabola. of the ferro

y=A:x.2 +Bx+C

Boundary candit ions : @ x III 0 Y III 0

@ x =).. y .<S~

@ x =2~ y ='¢c..

1.) 0 III C

2c).' ~B~ A)..2 + B~

3.) ,&'. =4A~2 + 2B~

~~.. III 4~.~- 4B,\ + 2B)..

B III 4sfe-Sc
2\

A III J> -2,D,
2A,2

y= f 2~&fer +(!WJ2~.(<-) x

The slope at x I: 0

••• 0 0 • ~ • 0 •• '. 0 •••••••••• •• (I)

4cfe-,fg..
2/\III

xaO

(dc -2deI . (4Js -w
~ ~ 2 jX + l" 2 >-. .7&~dx a

III 0

g = 4££ -Ie.
2~
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Appendix F

-40-

when lli? &8 o.
My

1. Development of an approximate column equation for axial load only.

From Figs. 6 and 9 (Rc ... O.::ay) the following values of ~ are obtained
Py

L
0 20 40 60 80 100 120-r

Po 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.88 0.83 0.7, 0.62p;:
On F'ig. 11 this relationship is plotted.

General Equation - assuming a cubic parabola:

PoL 3 L :3 L
-lOla -r +b r+c - +dpy . _ r

Boundary conditions: ~ = 0 --- E2 • 1.0 --- d = 1.00
r Py

~ =40
r

~ =80
r

-- ~ Illl 0.92
Py

-- E2 = 0.83
Py

Solving:

a = 1 ;

3,490,000

Substituting I

1.) 64,000 a +1600 b + 40 c == -0.08

2.) ,12,000 a + 6400 b + 80 c Illl -0.17

3.) 1,728,000 a + 14,400 b + 120 c ... -0.38
b Illl

c •

1 •,
32,000

-1-3,8
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Po 1 . . 1 (_r~)3 + 1 I ~\2 1 (Llp; = .00 - 3,500,000 j 32,000 \ r; -ill \ rJ o • • • • • • • • .II

In Table 1 the values of ~ are tabulatedfor L/r. This table is similar

to the one furnished by the AISC handbook for allowable column stresses.

Matching only that part of the curve below thE! Euler value (i.e.

L/r S 112), the simplified expression

will be obtained

@ 1 = 50, t2. 1:1 0.900
r ry

@~ alOO, ~ 1:1 0.755

0.900 = 1:'- .22._ ($0)2
0( (3

0.755 ~ 1 _ ~'_ (~0)2

Solving for 0< and ~ :

eX ... 111,000; ~ = 645

then the equation will be:

(1'\2 (1)
Po .li.L- ~pY = 1- 111,000 - 645 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • IIa

.~ .

In table la the values of Po/Py are tabulated versus L/r •
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TABLE 1

Values of Allowable Axial Thr'ust (determined from Equation U)

L/r Po/Py L/r po/py L/r po/py

0 1.000 52 0.899 86 0.809

5 0.987 54 0.895 88 0.801

10 0.975 56 0.891 90 0.793

15 0.964 58 0.887 92 0.785

20 0.954 50 0.883 94 0.776

25 0.945 62 0.877 96 0.767

30 0.937 64 0.874 98 00757

32 00933 66 0.869 100 0.747

34 0.930 68 0.865 102 0.736

36 0.927 70 0.860 104 0.726

38 0.923 72 0.854 106 0.714

40 0.920 74 0.849 108 0.702

42 0.917 76 0.843 110 0.690

44 0.913 78 0.837 112 0.677

46 0.910 80 0.830 114 0.664

48 0.906 82 0.823 116 0.650

50 0.903 84 0.816 118 0.635

120 0.620
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TABLE la

Values of Allowable Axial Thrust (deter1Tdned from Equation IIa)

t/r Po/Py t/r Po/Py

0 1.000 66 0.858

5 0.992 68 0.853

10 0.984 70 0.847

15 0.975 72 0.842

20 0.965 74 0.836

25 0.956 76 0.830

30 0.945 78 0.824

32 0.941 80 0.818

34 0.937 82 0.812

36 0.933 84 0.806

38 0.928 86 0.800

40 0.924 88 0.794

42 0.919 90 0.787

44 0.914 92 0.781

46 0.910 94 0.775

48 0.905 96 0.768

50 0.899 98 0.761

52 0.895 100 0.755

54 0.890 102 0.748

56 0.885 104 0.741

58 0.880 106 0.755

60 0.875 108 0.728

62 0.869 110 0.720

64 0.864 112 0.713
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2. Development of an interaction equation for the condition "e"

loading.

Assume the following interaction equation:

Mo PoM; a 1.0 - 0< p; (
Po.V~

- ~ P;) . • • • • ••• (a)

Note: for all the calculations for this case. ~ C!" 0.3 and
. ry

!:2. a 0.6 will be used. (The form of the equation insures Mo/Mp := 1
Py
when ~ =0.)

Py

, ) POa 0 6...L.. . • ,

Py

2.) g = 0.3

from Equation a.

. Mo = 0.008 (from Fig. 6)
MY

Mo
M = 0.278y

Mo
I E2.)= 1.00- Mp'
\ p Po

y Pi
then

1 .. ) 0< + 0.6 ~ =1.000. - 0.008
0.6

2~) 0< + 0.3 ~ = 1.000 - 0.278
0.3

0( + 0.6 (3 = 1.6,3

0< + 0.3 [3 = 2.407

are cpmputed for the other

Following are the computed values of c< and (3



The ~ - curve is approximated by the following cubic equation:

.~ a al + a2 (~)' + a3 (~Y+ a4(~Y

at L • 0!" ,

at !:. =120
r

at.L = 80-r
, L
at'·or = 40

~ = 0.420

0<. = 1.80

c.~= 1.00

••• a,= 0.420

1.) 120 a2 + 14,400 a3 + 1,728,000 a4 =2.730

2.) 80 a2 + 6400 a3 + 512,900 a4 =1.380

3.) 40 a2 + 1600 a3 + 64,000 a4 = 0.580

Solving:
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. (L') .(1)2. _ (~rL)3
then cA = 0.420 + i'ri - r: ......._...;;....1. _

69 29,000 1,164,000

-46-

• • •• • ... 0 • b

The values of 0( from equation b are plotted in dotted line on

Fig. 12. Good correspondence exists.

The (3 -curve is approximated by the following cubic equation:

p., IL\ ( !) 2 (L \ 3r III 0.770 + b2lr; + b3 \.~ + b4 r/
L

at - =120r

L
at - a 80r ~ = -0.720

) .

at ~ = 40 ,~ = +0.160

1. ).120b2 + 14,400 b3 + 1,728,000 b4 = -3.280

2.) 80 b2 + 6400 b3 .: 512 ,000 b4 =-1.490

3.) 40 b2 + 1600 b3 + 64,000 b4 = -0.610

Solving:

." 1· 1-. 1
b2 a_ 58.095' b3=~' bh=- 606,060

L fLj2 {1\3
(3 :;: 0.770 _ . ..L + m.. - ..J.!L-.

58.1 8700 606,000 •••••••••• • (c)

The values of!3 from Equation (c) are plotted on Fig. 12 in dotted

l:lne.

'fable 2 contains the values of ':7\ and IE for various

slenderness ratios, determined from Equations (b) and (c).
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TABLE 2

- 0<. f?-f Mo 1 0 Po·· -~(~t (Loading condition lieu)Values of and or I=r'n =t • -0\-
- P Py

L/r t>< ~ L/r bl. ~
b -0.42 0.77 62 1.39 -0025

5 0.49 0.69 64 1.43 -0.29

.10 0.56 0.61 66 1.47 -00.34

15 0.63 0.53 68 1.52 -0•.39

20 0.70 0.46 70 1.56 -0044

25 0.77 0.39 72 1.61 -0.49

30 0.85 0.31 74 1.65 -0054

32 0.88 0.28 76 1.70 -0.60

34 0.91 0.25 78 1.75 -0066

36 0.94 0.22 80 -1.83 -0.75

38 0.97 0.19 82 1.85 -0.78

40 0.99 0.17 84 1.90 -0.84

42 1.03 0.13 86 1.96 -0.91

44 1.06 0.10 88 2.01 -0.98

46 1.09 0.06 90 2.07 -1.05

48 1.13 0.03 92 2.13 -1.13

50 1.17 -0.01 94 2.19 -1.20

52 1.2'0 -0.05 96 2.25 -1.28

54 1.24 -0.08 98 2.32 -1.37

56 1.28 -0.12 100 2.38 -1.45

58 1.31 -0.16 102 2.45 -1.54

60 1.35 -0.21 104 2.52 -1.63
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Contifluation Table 2

L/r· b( L L/r ()(. ~,

~Q6 2.59 -1.73 114 2.90 -2.14

108 a.67 -1.83 ' 116 2.98 -2.26

110 2.74 -1.93 118 3.06 -2.37

112 2..82 ~2.03 120 3.16 -2.51
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3. Development of an interaction equation for the condition "dtl

load:mg.

Assume the interaction curve to be the fo11ov3'ing straight

line:

• •~ .~(~) ~~
For Llr a 120, from Fig. 9:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (d)

Po - .. ."P PcJ._~O•.~O
Y

MoMy -0

Mo 1 0-,:r- IS •

Y

Determined by drawing the best
straight line thr ough the c~ve

in question (by "eye fl)

1.) 0 =0.500<. + ~

2.) 1.oa 0.100( + ~

,0( = -2.500

i~ 1:1 +1.250

Summary of constants obtained:

L/r : o

-1.111

+1.133

60

-1.317

+1.172

80

+1.200

100

-1.887

+1.208

120

-2.500

+1.250

When ~ =60,
r

These values ofo<...and (3 are plotted versus ~ in Fig. 13.
r

AsS\11ni,ng for ~,that (J =A -+ B If.). c f'!:.\.,2

''''' ~, r,l tr) . '

A a 1.133, since @ 1 .. 0 (3 IS 1.133.
r

(3 = 1~172, and

when!! ,
r

(3 IS 1.250
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Therefore

1.) 0.039 .. 60 B + 3600 C

2.) 0.117= 120 B + 14,400 C

-50-

or

C 1",""'_;
I

185,000
B" ...L..

3080

(J lIS 1.133 + 1 (f.) +- 1
,3080 r 185,000

~ '. . . -. . . . .. . . (e)

fhe curve represented by this equation is plotted as a dotted line in

Fig. 13.

For ~ assume that

rA W A +-}3 (~) + C (~) -2 +D (~) 3

The matching conditions are chosen as

"

when La o.
'r '

when ~ .. 60;

whenf. 1:1 100}
r

when f. .. 120;
r

~ 111I -2.50

A a -1.110

1 0 ) 60 B + 3600 C+ 216,000 D 0= -0.210

2.) 100 B + 10,000 C + 1,000,000 D * -0.780

3.) 120 B + 14,400 C + 1,728,000 D 111I -1.390

B 111I -..l...
189'

C 1:1 1 •
8,889 '

D 111I --o::~l~~
_720,000
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. (1.) /t\;a It\3

rA· -1.110 - Ui + .J.fL - ......!.!.L
189 8,889 720,000 ••••••••••••• (f)

The curve representing thisequat~on is plotted as a dotted

line :in Fig. 14. Good agreement is noted for both 0\ and 13

with the original curves.

Table 3 contains values of d-. and. (3 determined from Equations'

(e) and (f). Intermediate values may be interpolated.
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Table 3, .

Values of 0\ and (3 for Mo -0< Po +(3. PIP pY
(Loading Condition tid")

L/r K &
5 -1.134 1.135

10 -;L.153 1.137

15 -1.169 1.139

20 -1.182 1.142

25 -1.194 1.144

30 -1.205 1.148

35 -i.217 1.151

40 -1.231 1.155

45 -1.247 1.159

50 -1.267 ·1.163

55 -1.292 1.167

60 -1.323 1.172

65 -1.360 1.177

70 -1.406 1.182

75 -1.460·· 1.188

80 -1.524 1.194

85 -1.600 1.200

90 -1.688 1.206

95 -1"!788 1.213

100 -1.903 1.220

105 -2.033 1.227

110 -2.179 1.234

115 -2.343 1.242

120 -2.525 1.250
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Appendix G

Table 4

Test results of Jolmston anc Oheney

Eccentricity Pmax
Test No. Member Material "inches L/lX kips po/py

0-49 I 1 1.01" 22.6 38.6 0.555

0-50 I 1 1.01 32.6 37.5 0.540

0-51 I 2 1.01 42.1 33.5 0.501

0-52 I 2 1.01 47.1 31.3 0.468

0-53 I 2 1.01 52.1 32.8 0.490

0-54 I 2 1.01 62.0 30.7 0.458

0-55 I 2 1.01 72.0 27.0 0.405

0-56 I 2 1.01 82.0 24.5 0.366

0-57 I 2 1.01 101.8 18.7 0.2_80

0-58 I 2 1.01 121.6 15.6 0.233

0...59 I 2 oSO 22.3 47.4 0.709

0-60 I 2 1.52 22.3 31.2 0.466

0-61 I 2 2.02 22.3 25.6 0.383

0-62 I 2 3.03 22.3 19.4 0.291

0-63 I 2 5.05 22.3 13.9 0.207

0-64 I 2 7.07 22.3 10.3 0.154-

0-65 I 2 0.50 47.1 44.6 0.667

0-66 I 2 1.52 47.1 26.8 0.401

0-67 I 2 2.02 47.1 21,8 0.326

0-68 I 2 3.03 47.1 18.2 0.272
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Continuation of Table 4

Ec;centricity Pmax
Test No. Member Material inches L/r14. kips Po/py

0-69 I 2 ,.0, 47.1 12.2 0.182

0-70 I 2 7.07 47.1 9.2 0.138

0-71 I 2 0.,0 72.0 34.6 0.516

C-72 I 2 1"2 72.0 22.8 0.342

0-73 I 2 2'.02 72.0 20.8 0.311

0-74 I 2 3.03 72.0 14.8 0.221

0-7, I 2 ,.0, 72.0 10.7 0.160

0-76 I 2 7.07 72.0 7.9 0.118

6-, II 3 2.23 46.7 J.27.6 0.543

6-6 II 3 4.4, 46.9 ,8,.0 0.363
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Material and Section Properties of the Test Sections of Johnston and

Cheney's Experiments:

1.) Member I

Section: 3I5.7

Area: 1.64· in 2

Depth: 3.00 in

lxJc: 2.5 in 4

Sxx:: 1.7 in 3

rxx:: 1.23 fu

Plastic Modulus (f) : 1.1JJ

Yield strength: Lot 1. cry III 42.2 ksi; Mp :: 81.9uK

Lot 2. cry III 40.8 ksi; Mp r:: 79.3"K

20) Member II

Section: 6 WF 20

Area: 5.90 in2

Depth: 6.20 in

, Ixx:: 41. 7 in4

Sxx:: 13.4' in3

r:x:x:: 2.66 in

Plastic modulus (f): 1.12

Yield strength: Lot 3. ~ ::: 39.8 ksi; ~ III 596 uK
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Table 5

-56- '
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Table 6

Massonnet's Test Results ,Loading Case "c"

ec P max Corrected
Test No. Section ;:r (tons) p;y(tms) I/Tx L/rx Po/py

1 DIE 20 0.5 88.8 132 23.6 23.2 0.672

2 " 1.0 66.8 132 23.7 23.3 0.506

3 " 3.0 35.8 132 23.7 23.3 0.271

8 " 0.5 84.8 134 35.6 34.9 0.633

9 " 1.0 64.8 133 35.4 34.8 0.487

10 " 3.0 32.8 133 35.5 34.8 0.247

16 II . 0.5 71.0 135 44.4 43.5 0.526

17 II 1.0 59.0 134 . 44.2 43.3 0.440

18 II 3.0 32.5 134 44.4 43.4 0.242

24 II 0.5 62.0 134 59.1 58.0 0.462

25 II 1.0 53.5 133 58.7 57.6 0.402

26 !I 3.0 29.0 134 59.2 . 58.1 0.216

33 DIE 10 0.5 22.8 53.8 80.8 75.0 0.424

34 " 1.0 19.3 54.5 82.4 76.5 0.354

35 " 3.0 11.5 55.0 82.6 76.7 0.209

42 " 0.5 13.8 57.1 109.9 102.0 0.241

43 " 1.0 12.4 55.6 110.3 102.5 0.223

44 " 3.0 9.05 55.7 109.6 101.8 0.163
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,Table 7

Massonnet's Test Results, Loading Case "d"

ec Pmax P
Test No. Section ;a (tons) ({ons) L/rx L /rx(33) Po/Py

4 DIE 20 0.5 95.0 133 23.6 23.2 0.715

5 " 1.0 78.8 133 23.6 23.2 0.593

11 " 0.5 93.8 134 35.6 35.0 0.700

12 II 1.0 74.8 133 35.3 34.7 0.562

13 II 3.0 40.3 133 35.2 34.6 0.303

19 II 0.5 90.8 133 47.4 46.5 0.683

20 " 1.0 70.0 133 47.7 46.8 0.526

21 II 3.0 39.0 134 47.7 46.8 0.291

27 II 0.5 82.0 133 59.0 58.0 0.616

28 " 1.0 67.0 135 59.6 58.6 0.496

29 II 3.0 38.1 135 59.2 58.2 0.282

36 DIE"lO 0.5 25.0 56.4 81.9 76.0 0.444

37 II 1.0 24.4 56.4 82.7 76.9 0.433

38 " 3.0 15.05 57.0 82.7 76.9 0.264

45 II 0.5 11.8 57.7 109.1 101.5 0.204

47 II 3.0 10.8 57.7 109.1 101.5 0.187
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r x (DIE 20) =: 8.24 em (Handbook value)

rx (DIE 10) 0: 3.97 em (Handbook value)

-59-

DIE 10 - 6""y = 26.875 kg/mm2 =38.2 ksi; r33' 0: 0.929 = co:rooection factor
·'/38.2

DIE 20- 6Y = 24.056 kg/mm2
0: 34.2 ksi; I R3 \ =0 982 = cerr.ection factor

V3.2 •
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Table 8
Test Results of the Current Lehigh Test Series

c ~ 0.81 ,0.13 0.88

c .9.:B. 0.84 0.12 0.87

o-
0.82

0.76

0.12-

I 0~13

I
! 0.93
I I

I 0.13 i
: 0.96 i

!

0.1) I

.Q.:l1.1

./

1

0.83

0.12
1-

2.5

.50

39

39

52

76

76

25

52 0.76 0013\

o \

0~861
o I

0:89
1

0~92 i
0.88 I

52

101

ITheoretical

, I !
Adjusted I I

L/rx i Po/Py Mo/Mp I

o

o

o-
0.92

o

0.8.5 '

0.81

0.78

0.99

0.13 I
0.93 I
0.13 I,

0.9.5

0.82

0.12-0012 0079

0080 Q

~ 0076

0.87 0

.2..:B 0.84

0.8.5 Q I

.Q.:]g 0.78

0.91 0

c 0.62 ~ 0.68

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

I E erimental*
cry = 40ksi+ Adjusted (fy#
!------,----+------.----t

Loading i I
Conditions Po/Py MO/P

Lh'F13

4WF13

i.MF13

81.1,.7F31

hWF13

awF31

8WF31

8WF31

0031

8VVF31

0031

Member

T-32

T-IJ.

T-G

T-l.5

T-16

T-18

T-19

T-20

T-26

T-28

T-12

Test No~

T-13

T-23

T-31

0031

4WF13

41niF13

d

d

d

~ 1.0.50.13 1.14

~ 1.0.5 0.12 1.08

~ 0.98 .~ 1.01

52 0.13

76 .Q..:.g

~Ol I 0.;I.2

0.95

0.96

0.9.5

* Parameters that were held constant are underlined.

+ cry= 40 ksi determined from tension coupons

# Adjusted cry is obtained by pro-rating the tension coupon value
in the saine ratios as those given in Ref. 13.
(N ote: values change for different sections.)
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Table 9

Wisconsin Test Results

"i,)' Vult.
Test No. ec/r2 L/rx L/rx (33) o-y (ksi) Po/Py

H-1 LOa 1L4 10.7 37 .)~ ksi 20.7 0.553'

H-2 LOO 29.0 2'7.2 37.4 19.95 0.533

H-3 1.00 49.5 46.5 37,,4 17,,95 00480

H-4 1.00 69,,6 65,,0 38.0 15.10 0.398

H-5 1.00 89,,7 35,,4 36,,4 12,,60 0.346
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Assumed Cooling .Residual Stress Pattern

o-RC = O.3a-y
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Note: (J'y' ::: Yield Stress in.ksi

Figure 5

Maximum Strength Interaction Curves for Condition"c" Loading,
~eg1ecting Residual Stress.
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,
ec
;Z

1.5

2.0'

1.00.5

3.0
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4.0

5.0

7.0

o

o
o

1.0

Po
Py

·.. Mo

Mp

Note: cr ... ? Yield stress in ksiy

Figure 6

Maxim~m Strength. Interaction Curves fo:r .Condition "c"
Loa~ing, Including'Influenceof Residual.Stress
(eT"'RC= 003 o-y)

-........._-
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o

Mo
.Mp

Note: try = Yield Strength in ksi

Figure 7

Initial Yield Interaction·Curves for Condition "d" L9ading
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Figure 8

Maximum s'~rength Interaction Gurves for Condition lid" Loading,
'Negl~cting·Residual. Stre'ss
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